separately, of dielectrophoretic and acoustophoretic forces generated by the SH-SAW standing wave on particle separation, two, full-3D finite element simulations were performed in which the mechanical and electrical coupling were isolated and assessed individually. An array of 10 µm solid particles, 50% of which had a CM factor of 0.5 (red), and 50% -0.5 (blue), were suspended in fluid of conductivity of 0.2 S/m, and distributed across the channel in (A) as a 3D image, and in (B) a projected view looking along the channel in the direction of flow (corresponding to time t = 0 for both simulations). The distribution of particles across the channel at t = 7 seconds (after activation of the SH-SAW) is shown for (C) acoustophoretic and (D) dielectrophoretic coupling, separately.
Although a small, horizontal particle displacement caused by acoustophoretic forces is observed, no separation of pDEP from nDEP particles occurs in any direction under application only of acoustophoretic forces. Conversely, significant, CM-factor dependent particle separation occurs under application of DEP-only forces, both laterally and vertically within the channel (corresponding to nDEP particles being pushed away from the surface and aligning at areas with lowest electric field gradient). The results confirm that any acoustophoretic contribution to cell separation can therefore be deemed negligible, and separate is truly DEP-driven. into pDEP and nDEP bands, respectively, using SAW-DEP operating at 10 MHz.
